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Pre-Seminar Content
Launch Activity:
Write the numbers 1-100 on small sticky notes and distribute all 100 sticky notes to the class.
Have students walk up to a sheet of poster paper and stick their numbers up on the poster at
random. Discuss whether they see any patterns in the numbers as they are displayed. Keep
the poster for future reference.1

Inspectional Read:
Have participants examine the text as a table of numbers and list as many different patterns
as they see. Have them number the rows and columns in the top and left-hand margins of the
chart (each is 1-10). Practice reciting the numbers in the chart in order by counting as a
whole class from 1 to 100. (Feel free to repeat this exercise over multiple days.)

Background Information:
Share as appropriate: A numeral is a symbol or name that stands for a number. Examples: 3,
49, and twelve are all numerals. Through the centuries, various cultures have used different
methods for writing numerals. Share a version of the following chart as appropriate to show
different methods of representing the same numerals:

If your students are already familiar with the 1-100 Chart, they will probably try to recreate it, even in this first exercise. If
so, consider, placing the sticky notes at random yourself, in order to emphasize the “chaos” that will eventually be replaced
with “order.”
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Vocabulary:
Post definitions for any mathematical terms that you as the facilitator, or the students as
participants will need in the discussion. Also note any math vocabulary that you want
students to master as part of this experience (integer, number, numeral, digit, etc.). Be sure
to include row, column, and diagonal so that you and the students can reference the rows
and columns in the chart as well as use the word diagonal based on the core question.
Discuss the relevant definitions with examples until students are comfortable using them.

Analytical Read:
Divide the class into pairs (perhaps assigning your best math students into different pairs so
as to distribute expertise) and assign one integer (0-9) to each pair at random. Ask each pair
to explore the table for that number and identify any patterns they discover. Have each pair
share insights in the order of the numbers themselves.

Pre-Seminar Process:
ü Define and State the purpose for the seminar.

“A Paideia seminar is a collaborative, intellectual dialogue about a text, facilitated with open ended
questions.
“The main purpose of seminar is to arrive at a fuller understanding of the textual ideas and values,
of ourselves, and of each other.

ü Describe the responsibilities of facilitator and participants.
“I am primarily responsible for asking challenging, open-ended questions, and I will take a variety
of notes to keep up with the talk turns and flow of ideas. I will help move the discussion along in a
productive direction by asking follow-up questions based on my notes. “I am asking you to think,
listen and speak candidly about your thoughts, reactions and ideas. You can help each other do this
by using each other’s names.
“You do not need to raise your hands in order to speak, rather, the discussion is collaborative in that
you try to stay focused on the main speaker and wait your turn to talk.
“You should try to both agree and disagree in a courteous, thoughtful manner. For example, you
might say, ‘I disagree with Joanna because…,’ focusing on the ideas involved not the individuals.

ü Have participants set a Personal Goal.
“Now, please reflect on how you normally participate in a discussion as a group. What goal can you
set for yourself that will help the flow and meaning of the seminar? “Please consider the list of
personal participation goals – either on the Speaking and Listening Checklist or on the board.”
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

To speak at least three times
To refer to the text
To ask a question
To speak out of uncertainty
To build on others’ comments

“Is there one that is relevant for you? Please choose one goal from the list or that you feel is best
and commit to achieving it during the discussion we are about to have… write down (or circle)
your personal goal.”

ü Agree on a Group Goal.
For this seminar, I will suggest our group goal (select display for all to see).

Seminar Questions:
ü Opening (Identify main ideas from the text):
v What do you think is the most important number in this chart? Circle it on your
copy of the chart or write it on an index card. (round-robin-response)
v Why is that number important? (spontaneous discussion)

ü Core (Analyze textual details):
v How are the numbers in each row of the chart related?
v How are the numbers in each column of the chart related?
v Look at the last column on the right-hand side. What role does zero play in that
column?
v Using a ruler or other straight-edge, draw a diagonal line from the number ‘’11”
in the upper left-hand corner to the number “99” in the lower right. Can you
describe the pattern that explains the numbers on this line? (11, 22, 33, 44,
etc.) What would be the next number on this line if you extended it?
v Find the spot that is exactly in the middle of the chart. Point to it with a pencil.
What numbers are close to that spot? Why?

ü Closing (Personalize and apply the ideas):
v How does this chart help us understand our numbers? Should we display it
permanently in our classroom? Why or why not?

Post-Seminar Process:
“Thank you for your focused and thoughtful participation in our seminar”.
ü Have participants do a written self-assessment of their personal goal.
“As part of the post-seminar process, I would first like to ask you to take a few minutes to reflect on
your relative success in meeting the personal process goal you set prior to beginning the discussion.
Please review the goal you set for yourself and reflect in writing to what extent you met the goal. In
addition, note why you think you performed as you did”. (Pause for reflection.)

ü Do a group assessment of the social and intellectual goals of the seminar.
“Now I would like us to talk together about how we did in relation to the group goal we set for
ourselves (insert your group goal). On a scale of one to five, five being perfect, how would you say
we did? Why?” (Pause for discussion.)

“Now, would someone be willing to (volunteer) to share your personal self-assessment and
reflection?”

ü Note reminders for the next seminar.

Post Seminar Content:
ü Transition to Writing:
Distribute a second set of sticky notes (1-100) like the ones that were used in the Launch
Activity. Ask students to again place them on a second sheet of poster paper, only this time in
the same order and structure as the 1-100 Number Chart. Compare the two posters that are
made up of the same ingredients. Discuss how the two groups of 100 numbers are alike and
different. (Laminate the two posters so that the sticky notes on both are preserved for the
Publication stage.)

ü Writing Task:
How is a random number in the 1-100 number chart related to the numbers in the same
column and row? After reading and discussing the 1-100 number chart about the
relationships of numbers, write a short paragraph in which you explain how a number of your
choice is related to the numbers is the same column and row. Use evidence from the text to
support your response.

ü Brainstorm:
Invite participants to talk in small groups for up to five minutes to share thoughts about what
the writing task is asking and how they might respond. Have the entire class share which
numbers they are planning to write about (duplication is not a problem).

ü Structure the Writing:
Provide students with a template for this assignment as necessary by giving them a series of
sentence starters. Also refer to the words that were defined and discussed in the Vocabulary
stage (add them to the Math Word Wall if you have one).

ü First Draft:
Have students write their paragraphs and then read them to a partner. Assist students in
transferring ideas and words from the board to their paragraphs as needed.

ü Collaborative Revision:
Have students work in pairs to add details from the 1-100 Number Chart to their paragraphs.
Be certain that each student has explained the relationships to numbers in both row and
column.

ü Edit:
After editing by the teacher, have students copy over their paragraphs for publication,
stressing what a finished paragraph looks like.

ü Publish:
Create a display in your classroom that consists of the posters of the original, random display
of numbers (Launch Activity), the students re-creation of the 1-100 Number Chart using the
numbers on sticky notes (Transition to Writing), and the actual chart itself. Post the student
paragraphs with a string or other link from each paragraph to the appropriate number. Invite
the grade level teachers from your school to a special cookie and punch party and have the
students explain the numerical patterns and relationships revealed in the Number Chart.
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